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Darin Barney’s Communication Technology is one of a series of books published by UBC
Press with Mount Allison University’s Centre for Canadian Studies entitled The Canadian
Democratic Audit. As this is the sole volume dedicated to communications policy in this
comprehensive examination of the state of democracy in Canada, the author has been
given a broad and urgently important mandate. Canadian democratic institutions are at a
seemingly critical juncture today. While a variety of “political and opinion leaders, gov-
ernment commissions, academics, citizen groups and the popular press have all identified
a ‘democratic deficit’ and ‘democratic malaise’ in Canada” (p. ix), Canadian democratic
institutions continue to be an inspiration, if not a template, on the international scene.
Barney sets out to determine the extent to which Canada’s approaches to information and
communications technology (ICT) operate according to the fundamental democratic foun-
dations of “participation, inclusiveness and responsiveness.” In doing so, he demonstrates
the democratizing potential of ICTs and the ways in which Canada has both facilitated and
retarded the development of this potential. 
The author lends a refreshingly critical, discerning, and widely cast eye to the subject,
evaluating the democratic nature of a variety of processes and issues affecting Canadian
ICT regulatory policy, such as the fostering of national industry and national identity,
extra-statal trade and treaty processes, and the Canadian digital divide. The opening chap-
ter, “Democracy, Technology and Communication in Canada,” sets a tone and structure
that becomes familiar throughout the book. It establishes an historical and theoretical basis
for the concept of democracy, briefly relating this to the poor state of Canadian electoral
politics—a dilemma for which ICTs have been considered a panacea. The central ques-
tions explored in this first chapter cascade through the five chapters that follow: Has the
development of digital communication technology been democratically controlled? How
have digital technologies affected the practices of democratic politics? How do they affect
the distribution of power? 
While exploring the intricacies of the subject, Barney regularly breaks his analysis
into distinct and focused thematic sets. In addition, at the end of each chapter, he incorpo-
rates point-form summaries of the strengths and weaknesses exhibited in the area just
explored. Both mechanisms allow readers to easily reflect upon the chapter just read,
preparing them for entry into the next.
Academic tomes on communication policy and media democracy tend toward dry
objectivity, perhaps providing the tools of revolutionary thought but rarely calling a spade
a spade. The image of Jean Chrétien playing a round of BCE-sponsored golf with Tiger
Woods ushers in discussion of the politics of communication technology. Following from
this, Barney explores the history of public consultation in policymaking, illustrating what
could be called a “fall from grace,” in which the democratic idealism of Canada’s early
commissions dedicated to the national communication system gradually gave way to one
complicated by competing stakeholders of unequal power. However, when compared with
other countries, such as the United States, Canada has, at the very least, a long history of
“quasi-democratic policy making and regulation” (p. 37). 
As Communication Technology progresses, one learns that the application of “quasi-
democratic” practices is, for the most part, limited to regulatory affairs falling under the
direct jurisdiction of the CRTC and related agencies. Modern history began with the dis-
solution of Department of Communication in 1993, with duties then distributed between
the CRTC (under the direction of Industry Canada) and Heritage Canada, a move which
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would essentially separate the social-policy side of communications policy from the tech-
nical details of spectrum management. This change in structure also placed management
of the spectrum and, by extension, communications infrastructure, under the purview and
mandate of Industry Canada: “Under the auspices of Industry Canada, policy for the dig-
ital age could be shorn of its culturalist and democratic chains, and freed to serve the needs
of industrial development and economic accumulation” (p. 43). Having set the scene,
Barney adeptly dissects Canada’s early ICT projects (such as CANARIE) and pre-regula-
tory bodies (such as the Information Highway Advisory Council), both primarily made up
of representatives from the private sector. If civil-society participation in ICT policymak-
ing is an afterthought on the home front, it is later shown as an enemy to the greased
wheels of globalization, here embodied in a trilogy of World Trade Organization (WTO)
treaties and related protests. 
In this age of ICTs, e-democracy and e-government are touted as strategies that will
alter fundamentally the way in which governments maintain communicative relationships
with their citizens. Canada, having been ranked for the third consecutive year (in 2003) as
the world leader in “e-government service delivery,” would appear to be a country in its
prime in terms of fomenting democratic citizen participation and communication.
However, “at the turn of the millennium, Canada appears to be suffering from an acute
case of (Raymond) Williams’s ‘unofficial democracy’: ours is a political condition in
which violent state repression of popular demonstrations on one hand, and a climate of
widespread disaffection and disengagement on the other, are so routine they do not aston-
ish us” (p. 108; Raymond added). In illustrating this reality, Barney evaluates the usage of
government websites by citizens and the use of ICTs as tools by elected officials, proving
both inadequate. As a counterpoint, civil society is demonstrated periodically throughout
Communication Technology to be the authentic innovator in the field of democracy and
ICTs. This innovation—through which an enormous variety of resources are made avail-
able and open to citizens—has been hampered by Canada’s nagging digital divide, this the
result of years of “quasi-democracy.” While the country is often noted as having a very
high rate of broadband penetration, connectivity does not equal the ability to actively
engage. Barney ultimately examines the roots of this divide while exploring the potential
for active and participatory Canadian democracy.
In this accessibly written text, the author regularly engages the reader directly, mak-
ing this democratic audit thought-provoking and participatory. Not so much a call-to-arms,
it is a call for the broad examination of democratic principles and realities—in terms of
politics, communications regulation, and public and private life. An inspired and critical
text, it is a documentary if not directive tool for dramatic change. The author juxtaposes
traditional “quasi-democratic” mechanisms for ICT policymaking aptly alongside the
express needs of citizens. Moreover, he is willing to say, “This is what democracy looks
like!” and hold the state accountable. With defined focal points and chapter-by-chapter dis-
cussion questions, this book can be incorporated easily into university courses. It should,
however, also be read closely by every media activist, communications researcher, policy-
maker, and civil servant who cares to advance Canada to a state of “absolute,” rather than
“quasi,” democracy.
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